IF MY VENUS'S-FLYTRAP CAN OVERTAKE THE MIGHTY ATOM, THEN NOTHING WILL STAND IN THE WAY OF MY PLANT-CONQUEST OF EARTH!

STARRING THE WORLD'S SMALLEST SUPER-HERO in...

"MASTER OF THE PLANT WORLD!"
I'll hitchhike a ride on that seed and try to stop it from smashing that plane!

D-Day is the historical date of the World War II invasion of France by the Allies. V-J Day signifies the victorious end of the war with Japan. Now comes P (for Plant) Day--the invasion date of the United States by the Plant World! Commanding the Army of Plants is Jason Woodrue--and waging a desperate one-man battle against this fantastic foe is the world's smallest Super-Hero--The Atom!

Master of the Plant World!
In the midnight hours a man walks swiftly by the Ivy Town Bank...

From his hand drops a small object...

A late stroller is filled with sudden curiosity...

The way he dropped that thing—as if he didn't want anyone to see him do it! Well, I saw him... and I'm going to see what it was!

And so, as Henry Chalmers takes a look for himself...

Why, it's only a seed of some sort! It wasn't worth the trouble to...

Even as he stares, the seed takes root and begins to grow...

Gulp! The seed's sprouting—growing faster and faster—right before my eyes!

Within moments the strange vine is fully grown! Then its petals turn toward the bank door and open...

Incredible! They're spraying some powerful acid at the bank door—which is eating right through the metal!
Slithering swiftly inside the bank through the opening they have made, the odd flowers reach the vault door...

Now they're spraying the vault! This has all the earmarks of a fantastic bank robbery -- but by whom?!

Outward from the new opening springs a lithe, eerie figure, her hands filled with money bags...

I must be having a nightmare! That looks like pictures I've seen of mythical dryads -- wood spirits from trees! Dream or no dream -- I've got to stop that thief!

Springing forward, Henry Chalmers hurls himself desperately at the fleeing figure...

It must be some clever scheme to rob the bank -- by using a midget! Made up to fool any witness like myself who might be around!

Within moments...

What's all the shouting about, mister? A woman -- a wood dryad -- just robbed the bank and flew off into the air! A flower sprayed the bank door with acid after it grew from a tiny seed... come on, I'll show you!

Then to his amazement he sees...

She's flying off with the loot! Help! Police! Help!

What flower? It's gone! Somehow it retracted back into that seed I saw that man throw away!
KNOW WHAT I THINK? YOU AND A PAL ROBBED THE BANK! HE MADE HIS GETAWAY--BUT WHEN YOU SAW US COMING, YOU MADE UP THAT STORY TO COVER YOURSELF!

NO, NO! IT'S TRUE! EVERY WORD OF IT!

THE NEXT MORNING, IN THE IVY TOWN JAIL INTERROGATION ROOM... IT HAPPENED EXACTLY AS I SAID, MISS LORING--YOU MUST BELIEVE ME!

I'LL SEE WHAT I CAN DO ABOUT BAIL, MR. CHALMERS! MEANWHILE, I'LL START MY OWN PRIVATE INVESTIGATION!

JUST OUTSIDE OF TOWN, LADY LAWYER JEAN LORING PAYS A VISIT TO A HORTICULTURAL EXPERT, RETIRED PROFESSOR WALTER DUDLEY OF IVY UNIVERSITY...

COULD ANY FLOWER GROW BEFORE YOUR EYES, PROFESSOR? OR SHOOT A STRONG ACID?

TO YOUR SECOND QUESTION--YES, INDEED! THE "RIND" OF THE CASHEW PLANT CONTAINS A DEADLY ACID! OUR CASHEW NUTS ARE VERY POISONOUS BEFORE BEING ROASTED...

THEN, IN A SMALL SHED ADJOINING THE GREENHOUSE...

WATCH NOW WHILE I CUT THE STALK OF THIS BANANA PLANT!

MOMENTS AFTER THE KNIFE HAS SEVERED THE STALK...

AMAZING... A SHOOT GROWING FROM THE BANANA PLANT! NOW COULD I SEE THE CASHEW PLANT--THE ONE WITH THE ACID?

UNfortunately--NO! IT WAS STOLEN FROM ME NIGHT BEFORE LAST!
STOLEN? Hmm, the mystery is clearing up! Maybe the man who robbed the bank stole it—to cause those strange things Henry Chalmers saw! Have you informed the police about the robbery?

I decided against it! You see, my flowers are so delicate that I was afraid the police would ruin them when searching for clues!

Professor, would you let me stay in your greenhouse tonight—just in case that thief shows up here again? I'll be very very careful!

Very well, but first—let me adjust the temperature controls to counteract our body heat—and I'll introduce you to my beauties!

Some hours later, Jean Loring is dining with her boy friend, Ray Palmer.

Jean, darling, I found a place where the moon shines down on a mirror lake and—well, I thought we'd ride out there and—

And you could propose to me again! Not tonight, Ray! I have another date...

And so Ray drives Jean home, instead of to the romantic place he'd picked for his latest proposal...

Stop sulking, dear—my date is with some flowers!

I know Jean's telling me the truth—but in such a sneaky way that I'm going to look into it—as the atom!

After dropping Jean off at her home, Ray drives a block away, where he parks in a secluded spot...

Now to touch the control button of my invisible costume...

Swiftly his body begins to shrink—and instead of the familiar figure of Ray Palmer we see another, tinier body, clad in a striking red and blue uniform...

What is the explanation of this change?
MONTHS EARLIER, IN A CAVERN, RAY PALMER, A NUCLEAR PHYSICIST AT IVY UNIVERSITY—WITH THE HELP OF A FRAGMENT FROM A WHITE DWARF STAR AND SUNLIGHT—HAD DISCOVERED THE ABILITY TO COMPRESS THE ATOMS OF HIS BODY...

By chemically treating a uniform made from fibres of the white dwarf star, he can wear it over his clothes as Ray Palmer, for its atoms are stretched so far apart it is invisible to the human eye! But when he becomes the atom, they gather together to grip him tightly...

SHORTLY THEREAFTER, JEAN LORING EMERGES FROM HER HOUSE... I FEEL BADLY ABOUT PUTTING RAY OFF... BUT MUCH AS I LOVE HIM, MY LAW PRACTICE COMES FIRST!

I'M DETERMINED TO PROVE I CAN BE A SUCCESS AS A LAWYER—BEFORE I SETTLE DOWN TO BEING A HOUSEWIFE! RAY CAN'T SEEM TO UNDERSTAND THOUGH...

But, propped on the back of the rearview mirror...

I UNDERSTAND, ALL RIGHT! THAT'S WHY—as the atom—I try to give Jean a helping hand on her most difficult legal cases! The sooner she makes good in her chosen career—the sooner she will marry me as Ray Palmer!

Shortly, the lady lawyer takes up her vigil inside one of Walter Dudley's greenhouses...

I'LL JUST KEEP MY EYES OPEN AND WAIT...

So this is what she meant by a date with some flowers!
As he watches the girl he loves, the tiny Titan tenses and stares more closely as...

The orchid beside her turned in her direction and emitted a gas - causing her to fall asleep!

Huh? Am I asleep too? Or am I really seeing tiny floral spirits emerging from those flowers off to one side of Jean!

Before he can speed to Jean's side, however...

The floral spirits lift some flowers and race off with them... I've got to cut them off and stop them!

As the Atom rounds the corner of the greenhouse... the first one is flying off out of my reach! But I've still got a chance to catch the second one!

The mighty mite makes a prodigious leap and barely manages to grab hold of a stalk...

I'll hitch a ride and see where they're going! Jean told me about her latest client at dinner - this theft looks like it might have some connection with that case!
WITH HIS ABILITY TO MAKE HIMSELF SMALL OR LARGE, LIGHT OR HEAVY, THE ATOM RIDES A FLOWER-STALK THROUGH THE AIR TOWARD... WHAT?...

THROUGH AN OPEN WINDOW, THE FLOWER-SPIRITS SWOOP INTO A LARGE ROOM IN AN OLD HOUSE SOME MILES FROM IVY TOWN...

AHA, MY LITTLE BEAUTIES! I'M GLAD TO SEE YOU OBEDIENT MAYA WHEN I COMMANDED HER TO ORDER YOU HERE!

I'LL MAKE MYSELF SIX INCHES TALL NOW AND-- CAPTURE THIS FELLOW!

WHAT'S THIS? IT CAN'T BE AND YET-- THE ATOM! YOU TRACKED ME DOWN! BUT IT WON'T DO YOU ANY GOOD!

EVEN AS THE MIGHTY MITE SWOOPS THROUGH THE AIR, HALF A DOZEN TOUCH-ME-NOTS LIFT AND BOMBARD HIM WITH THEIR CANNONBALL-LIKE SEEDS...

HUUH? IF ONE OF THOSE THINGS HITS ME RIGHT-- IT'LL KNOCK ME COLD!

I AM MASTER OF ALL GROWING THINGS, ATOM! MY LITTLE BEAUTIES WILL PROTECT ME!

LIKE A STONE HE PLUMMETS DOWNWARD-- INTO THE GAPING JAWS OF A VENUS'S FLYTRAP...

OH! THREE HITTING ME AT ONCE!

A FEW MOMENTS MORE, ATOM-- AND YOU'LL BE DONE FOR!

STORY CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE FOLLOWING!
Master of the Plant World! Chapter 2

If my Venus’s-flytrap can overcome the mighty Atom—then nothing will stand in the way of my plant-conquest of Earth!

Caught in the jaws of the Venus’s-flytrap, the tiny Titan struggles desperately to avoid the terrible fate closing so relentlessly on him...
Tighter and tighter the spiked trap shuts on the battling Atom... I dare not release my grip on this thing to try to touch the controls of my uniform belt—the jaws would snap tight before I could ever reach my controls!

Remorselessly the tiny Titan is enclosed by the deadly flower until...

It’s shut tight on me!

Snap!

The Atom is finished! Now I can leave to go about my task of conquering the Earth by my great power over its plant life!

After Jason Woodrue leaves...

The insides of these leaves are so sticky... I can hardly move! I can’t even reach my control buttons to make myself a different size!

But wait! I’m still holding a spike which broke off in my hand! By turning my wrist—I might be able to nudge its tip against my control button!

Instants later, as the control dial clicks into place, the Atom grows to a foot in size...

I’ve broken through!
As he drops lightly to the tabletop and recovers his six-inch high size...

Help! Please help me!

Huh? That call for help—where's it coming from?

I'm up here, inside this flower cage! The petals of these flowers emit a fragrance which makes it impossible for me to move!

Oh! I forgot that I must 'will' you to see me! Now can you see me, little man?

Yes! You're one of the flower-spirits!

Another victim of the flower-thief?! But—I can't see anyone!

With a running jump, the tiny Titan leaps high into the air—but not high enough...

I am Queen of the flower spirits... and my name is Maya!

I can't quite reach the cage!

Snatching up a pencil, the mighty mite heaves it...

By using this pencil as a spear I might be able to reach her!
UPWARD FLIES THE PENCIL AS THE ATOM REnders himself light and jumps to catch it.

HE Rides his wooden "rocket" until...

Did I understand you to say your name was -- Maya?

Then it was you who ordered those floral-spirits to steal the flowers; Jean Loring was guarding!

Only because Jason Woodrue -- the man you tried to capture -- compelled me to do so!

Woodrue is not a true earth-man! He comes from a dimensional world close to our own which is inhabited by wood nymphs, dryads, nereids, air sprites, and flower-spirits!

"He was exiled from this world because of his wicked deeds and banished into ours where it was believed he would perish..."

We banish you into the earth dimension.

"He retained all knowledge of his other world, however, when he arrived here -- which gave him the power to capture me and compel my obedience..."

"You shall help me conquer this world, Maya!"
THOUGH I KNOW THE DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES BY WHICH I CAN COMMAND THE EARTH'S PLANT AND FLOWER SPIRITS TO OBEY ME... IT'S MUCH EASIER TO ORDER THEM ALL ABOUT THROUGH YOU, QUEEN OF THE PLANT WORLD!

"THERE ARE MANY STRANGE PLANTS IN THE FLOWER KINGDOM WITH MOST UNUSUAL PROPERTIES--BUT JASON WOODRUE IMPROVED ON THEM BY MAKING PLANTOIDS--HIS OWN ARTIFICIAL COPIES OF THEM..."

I NEED THE REAL FLOWERS TO IMITATE WHEN I MAKE MY PLANTOIDS! THAT'S WHY I FORCE YOU TO ORDER YOUR FLOWER MAIDS TO STEAL THEM FOR ME, MAYA!

JASON PERFECTED A PLANTOID SEED WHICH WOULD GROW AS FAST AS THE BANANA PLANT AND THEN SHOOT OUT AN ACID SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE CASHEW PLANT, WHICH HE USED TO ROB THE IVY TOWN BANK!

YES! HE ALSO MADE ME SUMMON A DRYAD TO TAKE THE MONEY OUT OF THE BANK FOR HIM! MY SPIRIT GIRLS ARE INVISIBLE UNLESS THEY HAVE TO TOUCH OR CARRY SOMETHING TANGIBLE THEN THEY APPEAR TO HUMAN EYES!

NO--EXCEPT THAT HE'S ON HIS WAY TO BEGIN HIS PLANT-CONQUEST OF EARTH!

WELL, BEFORE WE TACKLE THAT, I'D BETTER GO SEE IF JEAN LORING IS ALL RIGHT!

COME, ATOM! I CAN FLY NOW! I'LL TAKE YOU TO SEE JEAN!

I SURE AM GETTING A LOT OF FREE RIDES TONIGHT!
WITH MAYA CLASPING HIS HAND, THE TINY TITAN IS BORNE ALOFT AND TOWARD THE DISTANT GREENHOUSE OF WALTER DUDLEY...

SOON, AT THE GREENHOUSE...

OH! I MUST HAVE FALLEN ASLEEP! WHY—IT’S MY FRIEND THE ATOM!

JEAN, HENRY CHALMERS IS INNOCENT! I LEARNED ABOUT YOUR INTEREST IN THE IVY BANK ROBBERY AND THOUGHT I’D LEND YOU A HELPING HAND!

AFTER THE MIGHTY MITE HAS RELATED SOME OF HIS EXPERIENCES...

I’LL WIN MY CASE IF YOU CAN CATCH THIS JASON WOODRUE FOR ME! THAT SHOULDN’T BE TOO HARD, ATOM...

I’LL DO MY BEST, JEAN...

I DIDN’T TELL JEAN ABOUT WOODRUE’S BIGGER PLAN--TO CONQUER EARTH WITH HIS PLANTS!

THEN THE ATOM SEES JEAN TO HER CAR...

AND WILL YOUR LITTLE GIRL FRIEND HELP TOO?

I’LL BET SHE WOULDN’T CALL MAYA THAT IF SHE KNEW I WAS RAY PALMER!

I’LL BE HAPPY TO HELP HIM!

SHORTLY THEREAFTER, HE AND MAYA RETURN TO WOODRUE’S LABORATORY...

ALL WE CAN DO IS WAIT--UNTIL JASON WOODRUE MAKES HIS FIRST MOVE TO OVERCOME THE EARTH!

I DON’T MIND WAITING--WITH YOU HERE, ATOM!

Story continues on next page following.
WITH MY PLANTOID ARMY I SHALL RULE THE WORLD! NOTHING CAN STAND AGAINST ME!

P (FOR PLANT) DAY HAS ARRIVED--AND AT THE SAME MOMENT ACROSS THE UNITED STATES, AN ARMY OF MIGHTY PLANTOIDS STRIKES WITH THE Crippling FURY OF A THOUSAND ATOM BOMBS!
At 9 o’clock in the morning, Eastern Standard Time, gigantic vines grow from scattered seeds and twine about the mighty buildings of an Atlantic coast city...

In the middle west it is 8 o’clock as passengers walk toward their plane and see...

Those flowers! They grew up right before our eyes!

Moments later...

The plane has disappeared!

Eaten away by the acid sprayed on it by the flowers!

While at this precise moment—6 a.m. on the Pacific coast—an odd happening at Grand Coulee Dam...

Those queer plants are drawing out the stored water we use to irrigate our fields—to drink—to turn our electric generators!

Then a voice trumpets across the land...

People of America—surrender! I give you five minutes to yield to me—otherwise my plant army and I will march on your capital city and demolish it!
In Jason Woodrue’s abandoned house just outside Ivy Town...

Did you hear, Maya? Woodrue’s threatened to march on Washington! We’ve got to stop him!

He ordered my flower-spirits to drop those seeds all over the country so they would spawn his deadly Plantoids at the same moment!

Now that you’re free you can countermand those orders, Maya!

Oh! I was so concerned—I forgot to resume control!

I’ll travel to Washington by dialing Washington Information! The number is 202-555-1212.

What can I do?

We’ll need all the help we can get—summon your flower-spirits to help us fight the Plantoids!

I’ll call them into action at once!

The tiny Titan sets a nearby tuning fork in action, and as it vibrates, he leaps into the speaker of the telephone...

Having made myself microscopically small, I can merge my body with the diaphragm which is part of the transmitter! The diaphragm will be set in motion by the sound waves from the tuning fork!

I’m being hurled along by the impulses given off by the diaphragm at telephonic speed—and will emerge through the receiver, at the other end of my call, which translates these impulses back into sound waves!
As he races onto the streets of Washington, he finds them covered with the sleeping forms of soldiers, while ahead of them...

Ohhh!

Somehow I've got to stop that plantoid army!

The plantoids overcame these men— but how? And— what's that flower doing up ahead?

Why, it— it's been converted into an anti-aircraft plant! Its seeds are so hard they're like iron cannonballs! This is Woodrue's handiwork!

Swiftly he clambers up the great stalk so that just as a deadly seedling is fired skyward...

This petal makes a perfect springboard to get me onto that seed!

As he climbs upward, he speeds like a bullet straight for his target...

I'll hitchhike a ride on that seed and try to stop it— if I can!

Clambering aboard his unusual vehicle, he increases his weight to the 180 pounds which he weighs as Ray Palmer...

My added weight should slow the seed down! It better do so in time— or I'll be slammed against the airplane!
Higher and higher he rises until—just before the seed slams into the airplane...

Guiding his missile with his feet as a lumberjack guides a log through water, he rides it earthward...

Now to bring it down—right on that anti-aircraft plantoid!

Seconds later...

Splatt!

Bull's-eye!

Next he turns his attention toward grim tumbleweed plantoids which are crashing into tanks and gun emplacements like bazooka shells...

I've got to stop them—as I stopped the anti-aircraft flower!

And then—suddenly and without warning—the tiny Titan helplessly stumbles groundward...

Uhhhh...

Now I know why those soldiers were—knocked out! Some form of sleep gas is being emitted by Woodrue's flowers... putting me to sleep too...

As the tiny Titan lies sleeping—Maya's dryads and nereids, unaffected by the sleep gas, wage war on the deadly plantoids...

Now that Queen Maya has resumed control of us—we can do as she tells us!
Swooping groundward, Maya and her flower-spirits--who breathe in carbon dioxide and are invulnerable to the sleep gas--snatch up the dozing Atom... He's only asleep! In the upper air where the sleep gas doesn't reach, he'll revive!

Moments later the mighty mite opens his eyes...

Maya, Woodrue's well on his way to conquering us as he predicted! When other countries have seen what's happened--they'll surrender to him, too!

In this moment of his despair, the sharp eye-sight of the Tiny Titan picks out his arch-enemy.

Look there! It's Woodrue--at a safe distance from Washington and the sleep gas! I've got to capture him! It's our one chance to pull victory from defeat!

Diving earthward, the Tiny Titan approaches the Plant Master...

What happened to my anti-aircraft plant? Something's gone wrong in Washington!

Suddenly... my alarm tree is vibrating--warning me someone is approaching! Why--it's the Atom! Somehow he escaped the Venus's-flytrap!

Tinkle! Tinkle!
As the Tiny Titan swoops low across the waters of the Potomac River, Woodrue hurls a seed... instantly the seed grows into a tentacled water plant, the grippers of which lash out and... this fantastic plant has me so I can't move a muscle!

Holding him tightly, the Plantooid drags him below the surface of the river...

Little fool! Did you really think you could defeat Jason Woodrue? -- Wait! What's that I see reflected on the surface of the water?

Maya! How did you escape from--Of course! The Atom must have freed you! But it will do you no good!

I've got to rescue the Atom--or the whole earth is doomed! Oh--Woodrue's seen me!

Close your eyes in slumber fast--WAKE NOT BEFORE TEN YEARS HAVE PASSED!

I can't fight him! He's putting me into a trance-like sleep!

As Maya falls into a deadly slumber... With Maya asleep, her flower-spirits must obey me--and stop battling my Plantooids! And now--to wipe Washington from the face of the earth!
THEN, AS JASON WOODRUE FIRES HIS MOST DEADLY SEED OF ALL...

WITH THIS SEED I'LL DESTROY EVERY STONE—EVERY BIT OF METAL—EVERY BLADE OF GRASS IN THE CITY! AFTER SUCH A DEMONSTRATION OF MY POWERS, THE EARTH WILL SURELY ACKNOWLEDGE ME ITS MASTER!

BUT TO HIS UTTER AMAZEMENT...

NO! NO! I FIRED THE SEED TOWARD WASHINGTON—HOW COULD IT HAVE REVERSED POSITION—AND BE COMING BACK TOWARD ME?!

THE SEEDLING BURSTS INTO THOUSANDS OF TINY PUFFS...

THOSE PUFF BALLS DESTROY EVERYTHING THEY TOUCH! I'VE GOT TO TURN THEM OFF BY USING MY CONTROL BOX! GOOD GOSH—IT'S GONE!

CORRECT, JASON WOODRUE! I HAVE YOUR CONTROL BOX HIDDEN SAFELY AWAY!

HUH? THE ATOM! I CAN'T BELIEVE IT! THE GRIPPER PLANTOID DREW YOU DOWN INTO THE RIVER! HOW COULD YOU HAVE ESCAPED?!

HOW INDEED COULD THE TINY TITAN HAVE ESCAPED HIS WATERY DOOM? LET US TURN BACK TIME TO THAT MOMENT WHEN HE WAS DRAWN UNDER THE SURFACE OF THE POTOMAC BY THE GRIPPER PLANTOID...

I CAN'T GIVE UP NOW—THERE MUST BE A WAY OUT...
Even as his lungs strain with the need to breathe, he exerts his great strength—slowly drawing together the tentacle's holding his arms...

If I can get these grippers to meet—they'll cling to one arm—freeing the other!

As contact is made the Atom slides his free right arm away from his left...

My hand is now free to turn my control dial, so I can make myself larger.

Just in time! My lungs are about to burst!

Swimming to the river bank, he grasps a small, springy sapling and...

As the Atom returns to his 6-inch size, he also reduces his weight, so that as he leaps onto the rising sapling...

This sapling will act like a catapult, hurling me—as its living projectile—straight for the seedling!

Woodrue is shooting a destructive seed toward Washington! I've got to intercept it!

At full speed he rams into the oncoming seed, striking it with his fist...
AS THE SEEDLING EXPLODES INTO THOUSANDS OF PUFFS, THE ATOM Rides the wind currents downward toward the fleeing Jason Woodruff... Hmm... This may yet work out in my favor!

WITHOUT HIS CONTROL BOX HE'LL BE HELPLESS AGAINST HIS PLANTOIDS--SO WHILE HE'S BUSY TRYING TO ESCAPE THEM, I'LL REMOVE IT!

RELEASED FROM ITS STRAP, THE CONTROL BOX SLIDES DOWNWARD... I'LL HIDE THE BOX--THEN WAIT FOR WOODRUFF TO DISCOVER IT'S GONE!

SO THAT NOW, AS JASON WOODRUFF REALIZES HE FACES DOOM...

SAVE ME! SAVE ME! THESE SEED PUFFS WILL DESTROY US ALL!

I'LL SAVE YOU--AFTER YOU RELEASE MAYA FROM THE SLEEP INTO WHICH YOU PUT HER!

WHEN MAYA IS ROUSED FROM HER SLEEP...

NOW THAT I'M IN COMMAND OF WOODRUFF'S PLANTOIDS... I'LL PUT THEM ALL OUT OF COMMISSION!

OH, ATOM--YOU SAVED THE WORLD!

LATER IN COURT, AFTER HENRY CHALMERS HAS BEEN FREED AND JASON WOODRUFF SENTENCED FOR THE IVY BANK ROBBERY...

AFTER I SENTENCE YOU, JASON WOODRUFF, I'LL REMAND YOU TO THE FEDERAL PRISON, THERE TO STAND TRIAL FOR ATTEMPTING TO CONQUER THE EARTH!
Thank you, Atom—for helping me win my case and also for saving our world! Now I've got to hurry and tell Ray Palmer all about it!

Ugh! I'd better get back to the laboratory—and my other identity of Ray Palmer!

And so, as Jean dials the Ivy University Laboratory... as soon as she asks to speak to me—I'll travel through the telephone wires to the lab, then run into my private office and change to Ray Palmer! Here goes...

Almost instantly he travels across the miles—then races into his office—and turns the control dial which returns him to his full size...

So that... I won my case, dear! I'll tell you about it at dinner!

I know all about it, but I'll have to hear it over again! Oh, well—that's the penalty I must pay for having two identities!